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Abstract—Approaches for the automatic analysis of security
policies on source code level cannot trivially be applied to
binaries. This is due to the lacking high-level semantics of lowlevel object code, and the fundamental problem that controlflow recovery from binaries is difficult. We present a novel
approach to recover the control-flow of binaries that is both
safe and efficient. The key idea of our approach is to use the
information contained in security mechanisms to approximate the
targets of computed branches. To achieve this, we first define a
restricted control transition intermediate language (RCTIL), which
restricts the number of possible targets for each branch to a finite
number of given targets. Based on this intermediate language,
we demonstrate how a safe model of the control flow can be
recovered without data-flow analyses. Our evaluation shows that
that makes our solution more efficient than existing solutions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The increasing integration of collaborating devices into our
everyday lives comes with a threat to the security of our data.
Potentially all data provided to a device could be leaked to an
unauthorized third party. Trust in the appropriate handling of
sensitive user data could be increased if a specification of the
behavior of the software running on the devices was given.
Unfortunately, commercial devices are usually not shipped
with high-level specifications such as source-code. As a result,
analyses of their compliance with security policies must be
based on the machine code.
Since auditing the machine code requires skills not available to the average user, an automatic approach is to be
favored. Yet, the great number of potential paths in a typical
binary leads to a path explosion in dynamic analyses, such
as symbolic execution. One solution to this problem lies in
the creation of abstract models first, which can be used to
rule out portions of the code to focus on critical paths. For
example, if a security policy constitutes that a specific function
must always be called before another function is executed
(e.g. for access control), it can be validated without executing expensive data-flow analysis, solely based on the interprocedural control flow. Unfortunately, machine code lacks
high-level semantics such as functions that provide a readily
accessible level of abstraction. Hence, abstractions such as
control-flow models must be recovered first [1]. Yet, due to
the presence of computed branching instructions that depend
on the memory state, control flow and data flow are naturally
intertwined in binary programs. Existing approaches for the

reconstruction of the control-flow graphs aim to resolve data
flow and control flow at the same time. This leads to expensive
analyses that scale poorly and thus complicate validation
even of simple policies like the one mentioned above. To
overcome this problem, we propose a data-flow free approach
to control-flow recovery. The key idea is to reuse information
embedded in the protection mechanisms in modern binaries.
As data-dependent control-flow transfers often make compiled
binaries vulnerable to arbitrary control redirection, it is also
a concern for defensive security [2]. This has led to the
introduction of various countermeasures, including controlflow integrity (CFI). Under CFI defense, binaries are enriched
with mechanisms that restrict the possible targets of indirect
jumps to a set of potential targets, collected at compile-time.
For our novel control-flow recovery algorithm, we use this
information to resolve indirect jump targets. The resulting
control-flow model is necessarily sound, as CFI mechanisms
terminate the execution if the control flow diverges from the
embedded targets. As the resolution works without nontrivial
data-flow analyses, the approach scales better than data-flow
based solutions.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section,
we give a brief introduction into preliminaries, summarizing
related work in Section III. In Section IV we introduce our approach to the recovery of control-flow models from protected
binaries. As a first step, we define our restricted intermediate
language in Section IV-A and show how machine code can be
expressed in it. Then, we describe our control-flow recovery
algorithm in Section IV-C and evaluate it in Section V. We
show the resulting control-flow model and demonstrate the
scalability of our approach. Finally, in Section VI, we conclude
and give directions for future work.
II. P RELIMINARIES
In this section, we briefly introduce the preliminaries,
namely the simple intermediate language (S IMP IL) [3] and
control-flow integrity as a protection mechanism.
A. Simple Intermediate Language
To define the ideas expressed in this paper, we use a simplified version of the simple intermediate language (S IMP IL)
introduced in [3]. It is general enough to express the controlflow semantics of typical machine code, yet abstract enough
to hide technical details. A program in S IMP IL is given by
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S TORE

TC OND

µ ` e 1 ⇓ v1

µ ` e2 ⇓ v2
µ0 = µ[v1 ← v2 ]
ι = Σ[pc + 1]
0
Σ, µ, pc, store(e1 , e2 )
Σ, µ , pc + 1, ι

µ`e⇓1
ι = Σ[v]
Σ, µ, pc, if e then goto v
Σ, µ, v, ι

FC OND

G OTO

µ`e⇓v
ι = Σ[v]
Σ, µ, pc, goto e
Σ, µ, v, ι

µ`e⇓0
ι = Σ[pc + 1]
Σ, µ, pc, if e then goto v
Σ, µ, pc + 1, ι

Fig. 1. Simplified S IMP IL semantics

Σ : N 7→ Instr, which maps the addresses in the code to
specific instructions. The variable pc ∈ N models the program
counter, describing the currently executed address. We assume
a fixed instruction length of 1, hence the starting address of
the next instruction is given by pc + 1. This is a simplification
from real architectures with varying encoding lengths. However, since these lengths are instruction-specific, the definition
could easily be extended to respect values depending on the
instruction. The memory state is described by µ : N 7→ N,
mapping addresses to their respective value. Together with the
currently executed instruction ι ∈ Instr, a machine state is
described by a tuple (Σ, µ, pc, ι). The simplified operational
semantics of the S IMP IL is presented in Figure 1. Expressions
are modeled as e, which is an arbitrary complex combination
of the operators usually found in machine languages. The
expression e may also use the values stored at memory
locations, hence its evaluation requires a specific memory
state. µ ` e ⇓ v denotes that the expression e is evaluated to
the value v, assuming the data state µ. The S TORE instruction
models the evaluation of a target expression e1 and a value
expression e2 and stores the result v2 in the memory µ at
location v1 . After execution of this instruction, the program
counter falls through to the succeeding instruction, given by
Σ[pc + 1]. Conditional branch instructions have two possible
evaluations, modeled by TC OND and FC OND. In case the
condition expression evaluates to zero (False), the jump is
not taken and the program counter falls through to the next
instruction. In case the condition expression evaluates to one
(True), the jump is taken and the execution continues at the
constant target v. Finally, the G OTO instruction models an
indirect branch, such as computed jumps in machine code. Its
target is computed by evaluation of e and may depend on the
memory state µ. This gives rise to problems both regarding the
security of the control flow as well as its reconstruction, which
we explain in the following sections. As proposed in [3], we
omit specific high-level instructions such as calls and return
here but will reintroduce them when defining our intermediate
language in Section IV-A.
B. Control-Flow Integrity
While the successor of a conditional branch instruction
depends on the outcome of the evaluation (and thereby on
the memory state µ), its successors are limited to v and the
next instruction, pc + 1. In contrast, the successor of the
G OTO instruction may depend on the memory state µ directly,
meaning it could be any value from N. As a consequence,

Fig. 2. Control-flow integrity example [4]

the control flow can be hijacked after the memory state has
been corrupted [2]. Consider a S TORE instruction where the
attacker has control over the values v1 and v2 , constituting
a write-what-where attack. She may alter µ in such a way
that a succeeding G OTO instruction evaluates to an address
the attacker wishes to execute. Various countermeasures have
been proposed that aim to protect the control flow, including
control-flow integrity (CFI). Under CFI protection, potentially
insecure control transitions are augmented with target checking
code [4]. The target checking code dictates that execution
must follow a path of an inter-procedural control-flow graph,
determined ahead of time. Figure 2 presents an example of CFI
protection in the compiled code. Based on information inferred
from the source code, individual labels are added for all call
sites and indirect branch targets. For example, the indirect call
in the sort function can only transfer control to targets with
a matching tag (i.e., 17, which corresponds to lt and gt).
Vice versa, the gt and lt functions can only return to call
sites with a matching tag (i.e., 23, within the sort function).
This means that control flow can only be redirected to the
predefined addresses, a finite subset of N. The original authors
note that, because CFI concerns only static control flow, it
cannot ensure that a function call returns to the call site most
recently used for invoking the function. As an enhancement,
they propose to complement CFI with a dedicated call stack,
usually referred to as shadow stack.
III. R ELATED W ORK
For the same reasons that G OTO is vulnerable to controlflow hijacking, it also thwarts precise control-flow analysis. As
its successor depends on the actual memory state given by µ,
a recovery analysis must resolve all reachable memory states
for each G OTO instruction. Therefore, control-flow analysis
depends on the results of a data-flow analysis step, which
in turn depends on the results of the control-flow analysis.
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i n t a ( void ) { return 5;}
i n t b ( void ) { return 6;}
i n t main ( i n t a r g c , char ∗∗ a r g v ) {
i n t ( ∗ p r o c s [ ] ) ( v o i d ) = {a , b } ;
int count = 0;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 1 0 0 ; i ++) {
i f ( a r g v [ 1 ] [ i ] == ’ 0 ’ ) break ;
i f ( a r g v [ 1 ] [ i ] == ’Z ’ ) c o u n t ˆ = 1 ;
}
return procs [ count ] ( ) ;
}
Fig. 3. Example code

This cyclic dependency has been coined the “chicken and egg”
problem of control-flow recovery for machine code.
Approaches that aim to perform these analyses sequentially,
such as the pipes-and-filter-based decompilation introduced
by Cifuentes and Gough in 1995 [5], or heuristics-based
approches [6], [7], are incapable of precisely resolving indirect
jump targets [8], [9]. Instead, modern approaches interweave
data-flow and control-flow analysis. In their paper on Bitblaze [10], Song et al. connect unresolvable G OTOs to a
special node, that allows Bitblaze to recognize unsound results
in later stages. In CodeSurfer/x86 [11], Balakrishnan et al.
use their value set analysis (VSA) approach first described
in [12]. In VSA, the machine code is interpreted in an abstract
domain that overapproximates all reachable memory states.
Kinder et al. proposed a similar approach with their work
on Jakstab [13]. Based on the work by Flexeder et al. on
inter-procedural control-flow reconstruction [9], Miahila devised a hierarchical structure of cofibered domains to increase
the precision of VSA-based control-flow and data-flow anlyses [14]. Additional binary analysis frameworks exist, such as
Binoca [15], [16] or BAP [17], [18]. Note that, as Andriesse et
al. present in their in-depth study of disassembly techniques,
perfect control-flow recovery is not generally achieved by any
of the existing tools [1]. Lately, approaches based on symbolic
execution have gained attention [19], [20], but they are mostly
used to prove the presence of vulnerabilities and do not aim
for full coverage of the control flow. All data-flow based
approaches mentioned above typically scale poorly for larger
binaries.
IV. R ESTRICTED C ONTROL -F LOW R ECOVERY
The goal of our work is to reconstruct a model of the control
flow from a given binary. To enable security analysis, the
model must be sound, meaning that all potential control flow
present in the binary is also included in the control-flow model.
While a control-flow model that connects each instruction
with every other instruction would trivially be sound, it would
also be of little use to further analyses. Hence the quality of
the model also depends on the precision of the control flow,
meaning that it should contain as few infeasible transitions
as possible. Unfortunately, precise resolution of indirect jump

targets requires computation of all possible reachable states,
which in general is infeasible.
To illustrate this, consider the example code in Figure 3,
adapted from [20]. Since the indirect call in Line 11 depends
on the value of count, the resolution of the potential targets
of the call require analysis of the possible values of count.
However, since the values stored in argv depend on user
input, the preceding loop creates an exponential number of
paths during analysis. This leads to the path explosion problem, rendering precise analyses infeasible.
To overcome this problem, we propose to use information
from control-flow integrity (CFI) protections to aid indirect target resolution. With CFI protection enabled, modern
compilers perform a coarse-grained version of program-wide
analysis and include the results in the machine code [21]–
[23]. Reconsider the example in Figure 3. During compiletime, the symbols a and b, as well as their addresses can
easily be resolved. Additionally, the boundaries of procs
are known, making it possible for the compiler to determine
a conservative approximation of the potential targets of the
indirect call in Line 11. This information is used to augment
the code with CFI checking code and is thus contained in the
final output. S IMP IL does not offer a nice way to represent
the CFI information extracted from binaries, which is why
we define a slightly altered intermediate language in the next
section. Based on this restricted intermediate language, we
then show how the control flow of CFI-protected binaries can
be safely approximated without applying data-flow analyses.
A. Restricted Control Transition Intermediate Language
As explained in Section II-A, most of the S IMP IL instructions have finitely many successors and their control-flow
behavior can be determined without consulting the memory
state µ. However, the indirect branch instruction, G OTO, is
problematic for control-flow recovery. The concrete successor
of these indirect branch instruction relies on the state that µ
may assume during execution. As described in Section III,
a precise static analysis must consider all reachable memory
configurations, which is infeasible in the general case.
To overcome this problem, we replace the G OTO instruction
with the restricted RG OTO in our RCTIL. The key idea behind
the RG OTO instruction is to restrict its possible targets to
a predefined set, denoted by T . The set is added to the
machine state and referenced by the RG OTO instruction after
computation of the target. Execution aborts if the evaluation
of the target expression e leads to a value that is not within the
target table. Thus, it is impossible to redirect the control flow
to a location that is not contained in T . Therefore, T acts as a
safe overapproximation of the possible successors of RG OTO.
While this instruction is still general enough to represent
inter-procedural control flow, combining both return and indirect call targets in the target table T would make it unnecessarily large. The target of return instructions is usually taken
from the top of the stack, after being stored there by the most
recent call instruction. Since the stack is part of the memory,
it can be subsumed by the data state µ. However, this allows

RG OTO

RC ALL

µ`e⇓v
v∈T
ι = Σ[v]
λ, Σ, µ, T, pc, goto e
λ, Σ, µ, T, v, ι

µ`e⇓v
v∈T
ι = Σ[v]
λ, Σ, µ, T, pc, call e
(pc + 1) :: λ, Σ, µ, T, v, ι

R ET

ι = Σ[pc0 ]
pc :: λ, Σ, µ, T, pc, return
λ, Σ, µ, T, pc0 , ι
0

Fig. 4. Changes in the RCTIL semantics

the S TORE instruction to manipulate return targets, introducing
another vulnerability and thwarting analysis. Hence, we follow
the argumentation from [3] and introduce a specific stack
context, λ, as well as specific instructions for inter-procedural
control flow. The RC ALL instruction behaves equivalent to
the RG OTO instruction, but pushes the succeeding address on
the stack. Conversely, the R ET instruction pops the address
on top of the stack and transfers control to this address. Note
that λ is distinct from µ and cannot be altered by the S TORE
instruction. It can only be manipulated by execution of RC ALL
and R ET instructions.
Together, our changes ensure that control flow of RCTIL
instructions can safely be approximated without computation
of µ. Hence, if a program can be expressed using RCTIL,
we achieve a data-flow independent overapproximation of
the control flow, allowing for efficient recovery. In the next
section, we show how CFI-protections implemented in Visual
Studio and Clang support our assumptions made for RCTIL.
B. RCTIL Implementation
To make use of our intermediate language, programs given
in machine code form must be translated into it. However,
since RCTIL is stripped of the potentially insecure indirect
jump and call instructions, a direct mapping is not possible.
Additionally, the separation of λ and µ has to already be
present in the semantics of the original machine language.
Fortunately, with the adoption of control-flow integrity and
shadow-stack protections, these obstacles are solvable.
Both Visual Studio and Clang integrate a form of CFI
in their current version. Microsoft’s Control Flow Guard
works by adding lightweight security checks to the compiled
code [22]. Before executing the indirect jump, a direct call
to a checking routine is inserted, as depicted in Figure 5.
The _guard_check_icall routine checks if the target of
the following instruction is part of the Guard CF Function
Table (GCFFT), which is stored in the binary and contains
all valid indirect call targets [23]. Only if this check is
passed, the routine returns and executes the indirect call in
the next step. Combined, both calls are jointly represented
by a RC ALL instruction, where the GCFFT is used as the
target table T . Similarly, Clang embeds a trampoline table of
potential targets in the code, as depicted in Figure 6. Before
an indirect call is followed, the value of the target register
is compared to this table to ensure that a valid target is
addressed. Yet, instead of calling a specific routine, Clang
inserts the validation logic preceding the indirect call. Hence,

call
call

guard check icall
rcx
Fig. 5. MS Control Flow Guard augmentation

0 x400c58 : jmp $0x400210 < a . c f i >
0 x400c60 : jmp $0x400220 < b . c f i >
Fig. 6. Trampoline table inserted by Clang

to translate the indirect call, the trampoline table functions as
the target table T for a single RC ALL instruction that covers
the semantics of the code. Finally, the separation between
µ and λ must be enforced. To achieve this, we exploit the
shadow stack protection, introduced to Clang as part of the
code-pointer integrity policy [24]. This shadow stack ensures
that the targets of return instructions are managed on a
separate stack. Note that the translation into RCTIL is purely
based on syntax analyses and thus does not require expensive
data-flow analysis. Our RCTIL may also be implemented in
hardware. For this, Intel has proposed compatible changes
to their instruction set with the introduction of the Controlflow Enforcement Technology [25]. Furthermore, control-flow
tagging support is also planned for the RISC-V instruction set.
Thus, we conclude that various modern hardware architectures
and compiler frameworks support translation into RCTIL.
Based on our RCTIL, we outline our control-flow recovery approach in the next section. We then demonstrate the
effectiveness and efficiency of our solution in Section V and
conclude in Section VI.
C. Control-Flow Recovery
Our proposed control-flow recovery is executed in two
consecutive steps. First, we use a recursive traversal algorithm,
starting from the entry point of the program. To simulate
the advancement of the program counter pc, an instruction is
disassembled and executed according to the RCTIL semantics.
Due to the design of our RCTIL, the algorithm does not need
to track the memory state µ. Hence S TORE instructions can
be skipped and the considered machine state can be reduced
to the tuple (Σ, T, pc, ι). Note that this first step also ignores
the call stack context described by λ. As Σ and T do not
change during the execution, visiting an address twice leads
to the same state and thus must not be traversed again. Due to
the lack of µ, we overapproximate the successors of some

instructions. Conditional branch instructions are connected
to both their possible successors. Whenever indirect branch
instructions are reached, we resolve their respective targets
using the information stored in the target tables. This overapproximation is sound, as no additional control flow is allowed
during execution of the binary. The exclusion of λ from the
machine state implies that backwards edges introduced by R ET
instructions cannot be resolved during this stage. Instead, we
advance the algorithm by conservatively assuming that every
call instruction is eventually followed by the next instruction.
To represent this fact, we use fake returns as a special edge
type, similar to existing CFR frameworks [20]. The resulting
intermediate control-flow model contains all intra-procedural
control flow and inter-procedural forward edges, but lacks
successors to R ET instructions. These are resolved in the
second step. During the second recovery step, we need to
consider the call stack context modeled by λ. However, since
the R ET instruction only uses the topmost entry of λ, we do
not need to reconstruct it completely. Instead, we traverse the
intermediate CFG in reverse order for each R ET instruction.
Once we approach a call instruction, we can be certain that
this instruction most recently altered the call stack on this path
and that its succeeding instruction is the intended return site.
Naturally a R ET instruction may be reachable from various
calls, leading to various return sites. Vice versa, a call may
be followed by multiple returns. Consequently, subsequent
analyses may continue at the wrong destination, leading to
incorrect function boundaries. To counter this, we enrich our
inter-procedural edges with tags, identifying matching call
and return sites. To enable later identification of function
starts, edges that represent inter-procedural control flow are
marked as such. The resulting control-flow graph contains both
intra- and inter-procedural control flow, which can be used
to determine function boundaries. This is done by collecting
all nodes following the intra-procedural control flow from
each call site until R ET instructions are encountered. This
process is a simple graph traversal algorithm that requires
no expensive analysis but enables validation of function-level
security policies. We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency
of our approach in the next section.
V. E VALUATION
We evaluate our approach based on the example introduced
in Figure 3 and use all binaries from the coreutils
package to benchmark its performance. For this purpose, we
implemented our analysis as an extension to angr [20], a recent binary analysis framework based on symbolic execution.
The framework provides a control-flow recovery algorithm
that aims to resolve indirect jump targets through data-flow
analysis. Our analysis is based on the provided algorithm,
but replaces all data-flow analysis steps with our RCTILbased target resolution. As explained above, the quality of the
recovered control-flow model depends on its precision. Unfortunately, precision is generally hard to measure as it would
require a perfect model for comparison. Instead, we evaluate
the quality of our solution using the example given in Figure 3.

Fig. 7. Resolved indirect control flow from the example

Most of the control flow can be recovered straightforwardly
without using data-flow analysis. Since loops and branches
are implemented using direct jump instructions, they can be
resolved without additional information. In contrast to this, the
indirect call can not trivially be resolved, as its target depends
on the values that rax may assume during execution. Using
angr’s default CFR algorithm, these indirect jump targets are
not resolved, leading to an unsound result. In contrast, Figure 7
shows the resolved indirect control flow using our solution.
The first node contains the CFI checking code inserted by
Clang before the indirect call in the second node. The successors of the call are the trampoline jumps that together constitute the target table T (here T = {0x400c58, 0x400c60}).
Both targets have been identified correctly, leading to a sound
(and in this case precise) control-flow model. Additionally, the
inter-procedural edges are tagged with equivalent numbers (0
and 1, resp.) and the function boundaries of both a and b are
identified. Note that, due to our definition of intra-procedural
control flow, the trampoline jumps introduced by Clang are
considered part of the function.
To demonstrate the efficiency of our approach, we compared

CFR runtime in s

our solution
angr default
400

200

0
100

200

300

400
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Binary size in kB
Fig. 8. Runtime comparison

the run time of our solution to the run time of the default algorithm, using the coreutils package as a benchmark. The
results are shown in Figure 8. On average, our solution is over
four times faster. More importantly, the acceleration increases
with growing complexity of the samples, demonstrating the
efficiency benefits of our data-flow free approach.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a novel approach for
the reconstruction of control-flow graphs from CFI-protected
binaries. To overcome the problem that statically resolving
indirect branch instruction targets during control-flow recovery
is either expensive or imprecise, we have defined the restricted
control transition intermediate language (RCTIL). The key
idea is that indirect branch instructions are restricted to a
set of predefined targets. We have shown that the recent
integration of control-flow integrity (CFI) and shadow stacks
in major compilers support our approach. This enables us to
compute a safe overapproximation of the control flow, without
using expensive data-flow analysis. Our evaluation shows that
our algorithm has the potential to yield precise control-flow
models and scales better than a data-flow based approach. Our
resulting control-flow model can be used to recover function
boundaries and inter-procedural control flow, which enables
lightweight validation of control-flow related security policies.
Future research will show, how well our approach integrates
with hardware integration of control-flow integrity protection
and how well it can handle virtual function calls. Additionally,
some problems regarding dynamic control-flow mechanisms
that are not protected by CFI (such as setjump/longjump)
still remain open.
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